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UNIT ONE

The (Supposed)  
Glory Days

Lesson One

The Right Place to Begin

Focal Text
1 Kings 2:10–12; 3:1–15

Background
1 Kings 1—3

Main Idea
Seeking God’s wisdom 
is the right beginning 
place for any leader.

Question to 
Explore

Where does good 
leadership begin?

Teaching Aim
To lead the class to 

evaluate Solomon’s prayer 
and God’s response and 

identify implications 
for leadership

BIBLE COMMENTS

Understanding the Context

David’s charisma and military strength had held 
the tribal union together. When King David 
died, his son Solomon became king over the 
united tribes of Israel. The kingdom under the 
leadership of its new ruler, Solomon, now faced 
an uncertain transition of power and leadership. 
Solomon’s rise to kingship proceeded along the 
traditional pattern of other monarchs in the 
ancient Near East—the new king issued orders 
to execute several of his rivals (1 Kings 2). Tribal 
leaders, particularly in the north, outwardly 
expressed concern about the future of Israel 
under the leadership of this new king. The new 
king, too, faced a precarious future. Although 
David had defeated many of Israel’s enemies, the 
kingdom’s life was not without danger. Enemies 
still surrounded Israel.

Early decisions in Solomon’s reign shaped his 
rule and the future of Israel. He made some fool-
ish decisions that led ultimately to the division of 
David’s kingdom and brought the judgment of 
Yahweh on the people. He also made some good 
leadership decisions. Many people today remem-
ber the positive contributions of Solomon.
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The present passage, which describes Solomon’s prayer, echoes the 
prayer of David mentioned in 2 Samuel 7:18–29 and ties the faith of the 
two leaders together as part of what is sometimes called the deuteronomis-
tic history. As David expressed concern over leading the people of God, so 
Solomon expressed his nervousness at the prospects of governing God’s 
people.

The passage in this lesson also calls to mind Proverbs 1:7, which states 
“The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge; fools despise 
wisdom and instruction.” The quest for success always begins with the 
quest for wisdom; and, wisdom begins with the “fear of the LORD,” which 
is equivalent to the love of God’s instructions.1

Perhaps Solomon was Israel’s most impressive and, in some ways, most 
tragic king. When he came to the throne, the opportunity existed to have 
everything. By the time of his death, he had lost his opportunity, and the 
kingdom of his father David fell into civil war.

Interpreting the Scriptures

David’s Death (2:10–12)

2:10. The expression “slept with his ancestors” indicates David’s peaceful 
death. His family buried him in the city captured early in David’s reign 
(see 2 Samuel 5:6–10). The location of the tomb of David is unknown.

2:11. The exact date of David’s death is unknown, but he may have died 
sometime around 965 B.C. The reference to forty years as the length for 
David’s reign represents a round number, which biblical authors often 
used to indicate a complete period or a generation.2 During the latter 
days of David’s reign, Solomon served as co-regent (1 Kings 1:39).

2:12b. The establishment of the kingdom under Solomon came at a 
price. The new king believed he had to execute his enemies in order to 
secure the kingdom. The expression “established” echoes the vocabulary 
of 2 Samuel 5:12; 7:12, 13, 16, 26. Yahweh kept the divine promise made 
to David (2 Samuel 7).
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Solomon’s Marriage to the Daughter of Pharaoh (3:1)

The narrator introduces the reader to the evil practices of foreign alliances 
and marriages to foreign women. The word for “alliance” contains the same 
root word used in Deuteronomy 7:3, where it is translated “intermarry.” 
Political alliances in the ancient Near East often involved marriage to one 
of the royal women in the foreign court with which a king had established 
an alliance.3 These opening verses show Solomon sowing the seeds that 
eventually led to his destruction and to the division of the kingdom his 
father had fought to establish.

Pharaoh probably posed a threat to Solomon and was a contrast to 
everything Israelite. Egypt embodied imperial wealth and power. Israel 
struggled as a small kingdom dependent on Yahweh to meet her needs. 
Solomon’s alliance with Egypt seems odd since Israel’s memory of Egypt 
included bondage, brutality, exploitation, and the suppression of the cov-
enant faith in Yahweh.

Pharaohs did not typically give their daughters in marriage to foreign-
ers. The special reference to Solomon’s Egyptian wife, in contrast to the 
silence about the other wives of Solomon, indicates the importance of this 
marriage. Solomon later constructed a special residence for the Egyptian 
princess (1 Kings 7:8). The marriage served Solomon’s political purposes 
even though it represented the antithesis of everything Israelite. Solomon 
was ready to compromise or even depart from Yahwism.4

Editorial Note on Worship at High Places (3:2–3)

3:2. Verse 2 anticipates the construction of Solomon’s temple and provides 
a justification for its construction—the people sacrificed at several high 
places. Religious activity at high places involved the worship of various 
deities, including Yahweh. Without a central temple, people worshiped 
other gods and Yahweh throughout the kingdom. No one central author-
ity oversaw these worship centers. High places existed in the open, under 
trees, on hills, or in valleys. Often a high place involved standing stones 
on which the worshiper poured oil or left food as an offering to the deity. 
Since the Canaanite religion included a fertility element, various sexual 
acts might accompany worship at high places. The reference in this verse 
to “high places” is a simple recognition that Israel worshiped at various 
locations prior to the construction of the temple.
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3:3a. The statement that “Solomon loved the LORD” provides a thesis 
for the following narrative. Solomon began his rule as a loyal subject to 
Yahweh. He sought to obey the torah (instructions) of the Lord, practicing 
the admonition of his father David to love Yahweh (2:1–4).

The Divine Authentication of Solomon’s 
Succession in the Dream at Gibeon (3:4–15)

3:3b–4. Solomon demonstrated his love of the Lord by his visible acts of 
religious piety. He sacrificed at various high places, including at Gibeon.

Kingship in the ancient Near East was considered to exist at the decree 
of the deities. People viewed their kings as the primary servants of the 
gods. Solomon ruled only as a servant of Yahweh. He needed the people to 
see him performing acts of public devotion to the Lord. Since kings in the 
ancient Near East sought divine counsel through dreams, Solomon may 
have travelled to the ancient shrine of Gibeon for such a purpose.

3:4. Gibeon, known today as el-Jib, is approximately seven miles north 
of Jerusalem. Prior to the days of Solomon, the inhabitants of Gibeon 
sought to make peace with Joshua following Israel’s successful incursions 
into the hill country ( Josh. 9). They later supplied wood and water for 
the worship activities in Jerusalem.

3:5a. Dreams took on special significance when encountered by royalty. 
People in the ancient world viewed dreams as containing messages from 
the gods. For ancient Israel, dreams reminded them that the Lord made 
the important decisions, which were beyond the control of powerful 
individuals. God was in control, not the king.

3:5b. Yahweh allowed Solomon to ask for whatever he wanted. Amaz-
ing! Yahweh’s presence was immediately available to the new king.

Solomon’s Response (3:6–9)

3:6. Verse 6 reviews Yahweh’s past generosity to David. Solomon acknowl-
edged the Lord’s “steadfast love” (Hebrew, hesed) toward David. The 
emphasis in the text is on “you,” the Lord. Yahweh did this act of hesed 
toward David. Notice that hesed is something done, not a concept. The 
narrator described this “steadfast love” as “great.”
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Solomon described David’s walk before the Lord as “in faithfulness, in 
righteousness, and in uprightness of heart.” “Faithfulness” indicates reli-
ability, stability, and permanence. When used in combination with hesed, the 
two terms express the idea of “steadfast love,” as in this verse. “Righteous-
ness” denotes conduct that is right and that measures up to a standard. “In 
uprightness of heart” implies straightness in physical and moral conduct.

The Lord is completely reliable and a deity in whom one can place 
trust. However, this “steadfast love” is not a free gift. David’s obedience to 
the Lord brought to him the Lord’s fidelity.

3:7–9. Ancient Near Eastern culture required a proper protocol before 
making a request. Solomon acknowledged his vulnerability and deficiency 
before the Lord. His task as ruler and the needed resources available to 
him to meet the task did not match.

Solomon petitioned the Lord for an understanding mind. Expressions 
such as a hearing heart or an obedient heart convey the idea of the Hebrew. 
People in the ancient Near East expected their kings to determine what 
was just or unjust, good or evil. Solomon wanted to be more than a clever 
king. He sought to discern Yahweh’s purpose for justice. As supreme leader, 
Solomon needed to align Israel’s behavior with the will of Yahweh.

In verse 7, Solomon described himself as a young boy. The reference 
is an expression of humility. The language of verse 8 places the Davidic 
covenant in the larger context of Yahweh’s covenant with Israel (see Gen. 
15:5). In verse 9, Solomon asked for a receptive heart, which is translated 
as “an understanding mind.” The heart was the seat of understanding. 
Through these requests we see that Solomon sought to rule in the same 
manner as had David.

Yahweh’s Answer (3:10–14)

3:10. Yahweh was pleased with Solomon’s petition. Powerful Near East-
ern despots would seek power, riches, or military victories. Each provided a 
temptation for the new king. However, Solomon did not seek these in his 
prayer. Instead, his request focused on Yahweh’s instructions and justice.

3:11–12. Yahweh promised to give Solomon a “wise and discerning 
mind.” Again, “mind” refers to the heart. “Understanding” implies dis-
crimination in judgment. Solomon’s request for discernment came to 
fruition. He became a wise judge (as authenticated in the story of the 
two prostitutes in 3:16–28).
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3:13. God also granted Solomon what he did not request, but could 
have requested—riches and honor. The hyperbole underscores Yahweh’s 
blessing on Solomon, “no other king shall compare with you.” Solomon, 
therefore, received gifts to rule as a just king and to maintain the well-
being of his kingdom.

3:14. Yahweh’s promise was conditional. Solomon could not ignore the 
Lord and still enjoy the benefits of the Lord’s “steadfast love.” He began 
his journey as Israel’s ruler by making a good choice. He must also con-
tinue to make good choices throughout his reign. He must listen to and 
obey the voice of Yahweh.

3:15. On awakening from his dream, Solomon immediately travelled to 
Jerusalem to offer sacrifice. This act was in contrast to his sacrifice at the 
high place of Gibeon mentioned at the beginning of the narrative.

The text refers to two offerings: “burnt offerings” and “well-being [or 
peace] offerings.” Worshipers generally offered a burnt offering to atone 
for sin in general. The fire on the altar consumed the entire offering. Noth-
ing was eaten.5 The peace offerings (derived from the Hebrew term for 
peace) were not required but optional.6 The priests burned the fatty por-
tions, and the worshipers ate the remainder. Other sacrifices accompanied 
these peace offerings, along with a communal meal. The occasion gave the 
king opportunity to present his divine mandate to the people. Solomon’s 
presence at the Jerusalem worship center indicated that the king was now 
Yahweh’s king.

Solomon’s Arbitration Between the Two Prostitutes (3:16–28)

The narrator placed the story of the two prostitutes here to authenti-
cate Solomon’s request for an understanding mind. Two prostitutes each 
had a child. The child of one mother died. The mother of the dead child 
switched the children. A dispute arose between the two women over the 
living child. They brought their argument to Solomon.

Solomon’s solution was simple. He ordered his servants to cut the living 
child in two and give each woman one-half of the child. The mother of 
the dead child agreed (after all, the living child was not her son). The 
mother of the living boy spoke up and insisted that the other woman get 
the living child. Solomon then knew who was the real mother and restored 
the living son to his mother.
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Focusing on the Meaning

Every leader must choose two paths on which to travel—the way of 
pharaoh or the way of the Lord’s servant. No leader can select both and 
succeed. Westerners constantly face the temptation to lead as a pharaoh. 
Materialism, power, greed, and victory at all costs define our Western view 
of successful leadership. Religion then becomes a means by which a leader 
seeks to gain approval from the people. Some leaders like to be seen and 
heard in religious settings, such as the high places of ancient Israel. Other 
leaders use religion to manipulate the masses or view religion as a means 
to suppress individuals.

Solomon’s petition at Gibeon represents the second pathway for leaders. 
First, he acknowledged the Lord’s prior acts of kindness or mercy shown 
to others, particularly to David. Those on whom the Lord’s “steadfast love” 
fall receive the title of “your servant,” a reminder that only the servants of 
Yahweh can enjoy the loving-kindness of the deity. The godly examples of 
others (in this passage, David) serve as guides for leadership.

Second, Solomon demonstrated humility even as king. Ancient kings 
understood the value of humility, a characteristic forgotten by many in our 
world. Secular and religious institutions often view humility as a sign of 
weakness.

Third, Solomon sought a discerning heart in order to uphold the Lord’s 
justice to the weak. When was the last time you attended a meeting in 
which the leaders sought wisdom so that they could treat their employees 
with justice?

Fourth, Solomon did not seek materialism (at least in his initial 
request). Materialism drives our modern economy and personal lifestyles. 
This sometimes is true even in the church, isn’t it? Many godly people 
struggle with materialism.

Solomon’s life also serves as a sober warning to all who seek positions of 
leadership. He may have begun his rule with a commitment to the Lord, 
but he ended his days in apostasy. He allowed the power of his position as 
king to turn him away from Yahweh. His foreign alliances, which repre-
sented a lack of trust in Yahweh’s divine protection, led to his exposure to 
other gods. Power corrupts, and absolute power corrupts absolutely.7 Solo-
mon began in the right place, but he finished his rule in the wrong place.
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TEACHING PLANS

Teaching Plan—Varied Learning Activities

Connect with Life

 1. Make a large banner for the focal wall with the study theme title, 
“1 and 2 Kings: Leaders and Followers—Failed and Faithful.” At 
the beginning of each unit, add a small banner with the unit title. 
Each lesson title can be on a small strip and added at the appropri-
ate time. At the first session, call attention to the study theme. Ask, 
How do we feel when our leaders fail? Ask for some examples.

Guide Bible Study

 2. Add the unit title to the focal wall, “The (Supposed) Glory Days 
(1 Kings 1—11).” Prior to the session make three assignments: (1) 
In two minutes, report on David’s place in 1 and 2 Kings. (2) Give a 
two-minute report on the place of 1 and 2 Kings in the Old Testa-
ment. (3) Summarize in two minutes 1 Kings 1—2 to set 1 Kings 3 
in context. Include in the assignment the instruction to use the Bible 
and the Study Guide, including “Introducing 1 and 2 Kings,” for the 
report. (A copy of the assignments can be downloaded in “Teaching 
Resource Items” for this study from www.baptistwaypress.org.) 

 3. Add the lesson title to the banner and briefly introduce David and 
Solomon using material in the Study Guide and “Bible Comments” 
in this Teaching Guide. Explain that this will not be just a study of 
events but of what the events told about God’s call and the people’s 
response. Say, We need to see what the response of the people teaches us 
about our response to God’s call. Call on the reports to begin the study.

 4. Bring a dictionary to the session. Mark the place of the definitions of 
“knowledge” and “wisdom.” Call on someone to read the definitions. 
(You might also call for the class to comment on what they think of 
when they hear each word and how the words are generally distin-
guished.) Read the “Quick Read” statement from the Study Guide. 
Invite reactions to the statement.
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 5. Enlist someone to read 1 Kings 2:10–12 aloud while the class listens 
for the facts about David and about Solomon. Call for responses. Say, 
Thus began the reign of Solomon.

 6. Assign someone to read 1 Kings 3:1–3 while the class listens for 
any contrasts. Ask, What were some of Solomon’s imperfections? Invite 
someone to summarize “Solomon’s Imperfections” in the Study Guide. 
Explain that we sometimes are like Solomon in choosing expediency 
rather than obedience to God. Using material from the Study Guide 
and the Teaching Guide discuss the prohibition against marriage to 
unbelievers. (It does not mean interracial marriage.) Read 1 Kings 
11:7–13. Discuss how Solomon fell out of favor with God. Solomon’s 
allegiance was divided between the pagan gods of his wives and the 
one true God. Ask, What were the results of Solomon’s actions? Ask, What 
happened to the relationship between Solomon and God? Call for a descrip-
tion of “High Places” from the small article in the Study Guide.

 7. Read 1 Kings 3:4–15 while the class listens for God’s offer and Sol-
omon’s response. Ask these questions:

• What was God’s offer to Solomon in 3:5?
• What was Solomon’s choice?
• Why do you think Solomon made the choice he did?
• What would you have answered?
• Seriously and honestly, what are some of the things you would 

like God to give to you?

 8. Have everyone read 1 Kings 3:16–28 silently from their Bibles. Ask 
three people to be interviewed by a reporter. You can be the reporter. 
Ask Solomon to describe what happened. Ask how Person Two and 
Person Three each felt during their appearance before King Solo-
mon.

Person One—Solomon
Person Two—Woman who was not the mother
Person Three—Mother of the baby

Point out that we see in this account that Solomon, although not 
perfect, did use the wisdom God gave him. His example of leader-
ship provides a model for today.
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Encourage Application

 9. Using question 3 in the Study Guide, ask, What qualities did Solomon 
have that we should try to apply to our lives? What qualities did he have 
that we should avoid? What are some other implications for leadership? 
Close by asking someone to share an occasion they had to exercise 
godly wisdom or someone else they know did. Allow time for people 
to think. If no one responds, be prepared to give an example. Invite 
someone to pray for wisdom for church leaders and for the group.

Teaching Plan—Lecture and Questions

Connect with Life

 1. Begin by asking what the group knows about David and then about 
Solomon. Add information from the Study Guide. Ask the group to 
look in the Study Guide at the contents page and review the units and 
lessons. Explain that this is not just a study of Bible history, but we 
will be looking at why things happened and how the events affect 
the way we should live.

Guide Bible Study

 2. To make the transition to the Bible study, ask the Question to 
Explore in the Study Guide, “Where does good leadership begin?” 
Encourage the answers to include leadership in any field such as 
business, volunteer projects, politics, the home, and the church. Call 
for someone to read 1 Kings 2:10–12. Explain briefly David’s actions 
from his deathbed and Solomon’s taking the throne in 1 Kings 2:1–
10. Discuss the role Adonijah played in Solomon becoming king and 
Solomon carrying out David’s instructions to protect the throne. Use 
material in “The Death of David” in the Study Guide and “Under-
standing the Context” in this Teaching Guide.

 3. Read 1 Kings 3:1–3. Ask, Why did Solomon fall out of favor with God? 
Ask someone to report on the small article “High Places” in the 
Study Guide. Remind the group that not only did Solomon worship 
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at the “high places,” but he let his pagan wives lead him to idol wor-
ship. Read 1 Kings 11:7–8. Comment that he should have led them 
to worship the Holy God.

 4. Read 1 Kings 3:4–15. Review God’s question and Solomon’s request. 
Ask, Why do you think Solomon asked for wisdom over so many other 
things he could have asked for? Call attention to verses 8–9. Refer to 
the statement in the Study Guide, “Solomon was catapulted into 
fame, long life, great riches, and power because of his humility.” 
Explain that Solomon was not perfect. He made mistakes. However, 
his humility helped him be a great leader. Church leaders should 
follow his example.

 5. Ask the group to look at 3:16–28 to see evidence of Solomon’s 
wisdom. Enlist a volunteer to tell the story. Ask, What do you think 
was in the mind and heart of each of these women? How did Solomon use 
his gift from God?

Encourage Application

 6. Ask the questions from the Study Guide, especially questions 4 and 1:

Question 4—“How would you respond if God said to you, ‘Ask for 
whatever you want me to give you’?” Inquire further, What are some 
of the things you would like God to give you?

Question 1—“What qualities should a Christian leader exhibit?” 
Use examples from Solomon’s life.

 7. Invite summary statements of what this lesson teaches us about lead-
ership. Close with prayer for church leaders and for each person as he 
or she provides leadership in the home, community, workplace, and 
church.

NOTES

 1. See Psalm 19.
 2. The Israelites wandered in the wilderness forty years, which meant one generation 

(Numbers 14:33–34; 32:13; Joshua 5:6; Nehemiah 9:21; Psalm 95:10). Both Isaac 
and Esau were forty years old when they married (Genesis 25:20; 26:34). Joshua was 
forty years of age when he participated in the spy episode with Caleb ( Josh. 14:7). 
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Numerous passages in the Book of Judges refer to forty years of rest or punishment, 
indicating a generation.

 3. See Josh. 23:12; Deut. 17:17.
 4. See 1 Kings 11.
 5. See Leviticus 1:1–17; 6:8–13.
 6. See Lev. 3:1–17; 7:11–36.
 7. Popular understanding of a statement made by Lord Acton in a letter in 1887.


